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i	of the Major Premiss in a Syllogism (ii. 3).    In this
\	matter, the explanation is mainly historical, and only
;	partially logical    We know that   Mill was  made,  at
{	an early age, to study (3reck Logic and the scholastic
writers on Aristotle. We know that at a subsequent
period he felt it to be his task to put fresh life iuto some
of the older logical forms, to pour the new wine of
Kmpiricism into the old bottles of Aristolelumisni.
Hence his desire to substitute for the old ten Categories
some Categories of his own, which we're neither purls of
the Logical judgment, nor due to a grammatical analysis
of the sentence? but actual divisions of Nameable tilings.
So, too, he wishes to replace the Syllogistic mode of
inference by a scientific mode, autl lie labours to prove
that the conclusion does not defend on the major
premiss (in which case it would be proved ly it), but
is only proved in accords net with it, the major premiss
being a register, memorandum, or shorthand note of
experience up to a given date. The whole controversy
about the pettiw J>rincifiii involved in the Syllogism is a
curious instance of the confusion caused by mixing up
two different views of Logic, The Syllogism is an
important, or rather, uu archetypal process of thought,
viewed in its formal aspect; for Concept, Judgment, and
Syllogism represent the initial grades into which thought
can be analysed. If we arc not concerned with this
point of view, if we are only going to regard thought as
the mere correspondence of our apprehension with fact,
then the Logic which is to be a Logic of Evidence
* •	should not concern itself with the formal validity of the
Syllogism, at all.
The peculiar weakness of Mill's theory of inference,

